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Why a journey? Simply put, because retrofitting old build-
ings takes time and effort. Many commercial and industrial 
organisations are aware that they have to implement some 

form of green technology into their existing buildings; they have to 
change the mindset of their employees… encourage them to think 
about saving electricity and reduce their carbon footprint; they need 
to find the budget; then schedule the time, plus choose the best solu-
tion from a myriad of products available…all claiming to be the best. 
It all seems overwhelming. Adding to the anxiety is the rising cost of 
electricity – carrot or stick?

Measure – measure - measure

Metering is a good place to start. The main objective of this is to as-
certain the before and after kWh values and to form a base line energy 
consumption value from which to work. In this way, the performance 
of the building can be monitored and kept at optimum levels. Pos-
sibly a full building management system (BMS) could be connected 
to read the data, and ensure that the return on investment (ROI) 
promised is delivered. There are various meters on the market that 
can be installed. A minimum class 2, IEC 62053-21 [1] - which denotes 
the meter’s accuracy percentage - is accepted by Eskom. There are 
also lower cost energy display meters, with no class level, that can 
be used to simply plot power usage in the building for specific areas 
or functions of the building. These can be installed temporarily, but 
with carbon tax implications in the near future, it is advisable to have 
an accurate device installed for permanent measurement.

 

Active technologies

Once a base line energy usage has been established, it is time to de-
cide where to direct the focus. Using the Pareto principle…the chances 
are that 80% of the energy is being consumed by 20% of the active 
electrical requirements… the 20% make the obvious choice. In most 
large buildings, the HVAC system is always one of the highest energy 
users and, by simply installing variable speed drives (VSDs), the en-
ergy consumption can be reduced considerably. Lighting is another 
key target - especially with the range of light emitting diodes (LEDs) 
and compact fluorescents (CFLs) available nowadays. If a complete 
retro-fit is to be avoided, there are technologies to help reduce costs 

- for instance, the use of LED tubes to replace existing fluorescents. 
It is advisable to look for reputed lighting manufacturers so that the 
lifespan of the globes is as indicated by manufacturer - usually 30 000 
to 50 000 hours. One should always review the lumens per watt of 
the light - hence establishing its efficiency. 

Other active technologies that can be reviewed or added are - ac-
cess control, fire detection systems, closed circuit television (CCTV) 
…all through a good BMS that will help to manage these features. 
With the help of an assigned facilities manager, who monitors on a 
daily basis the set energy targets versus usage, the active building 
system can be as energy efficient as intended.

The technologies just keep improving - for instance, the use of 
CO2 sensors in meeting rooms, which will ramp up the HVAC when 
a certain level of CO2 is reached based on people entering the room 
- and ramp down when the room is emptied; there are sensors that 
detect movement and body heat and thereby switch on or off the 
zoned lighting. The BMS can place the building in a ‘sleep’ mode at 
night, and gradually turn on all systems in the morning.

Passive technologies

Building practices many years back would often utilise cavity walls. 
This seems to have been lost over the years - and what a pity. Well-
utilised passive technologies can greatly reduce a building’s reliance 
on active technologies to keep it cool or warm – for example - double 
glazing, insulation of roofs, walls and floors, glass reflective coatings 
etc. In fact in some cases, passive technologies can improve a build-
ing’s energy usage by 50 - 60%. Naturally, these technologies are not 
always easy to implement on existing buildings, but there are some 
areas where they can be used with minimum structural disturbance. 
For instance, recycled cork panels placed on the outer wall - these are 
compressed panels with a special paint and plaster coating to make 
them resilient to external conditions, hence providing a screening 
from hot and cold - much like a cavity wall. Adding sun reflective 
technology film on windows, especially north facing…can reduce 
glare and heat coming into the building; adding a floor insulation 
screed layer can greatly reduce damp and cold rising. Simply add-
ing whirlybirds to an industrial roof structure helps expel the heat in 
summer and, if covered in the winter, will ensure that the building 
heat does not escape.
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Next step

The building has been metered and the results analysed. The ROI 
has been calculated and discussed. The options of active and passive 
technologies have been reviewed and decided on. Where to now? The 
most difficult task is that of selecting a reputable installation company, 
preferably the same company that did the audit - thus ensuring that 
they reach the targets that they proposed. 

The good news is that there are more installers available on the 
market now than two years ago. In addition - with improved technolo-
gies, the products have become more affordable and there is a larger 
range of manufacturers. As with all products and installers, choose 
wisely, do some research, ask for references and gather opinions 
from good sources. This small effort in the early stages can help 
alleviate much stress later.

Green Star Rating

Finally, the move towards obtaining a Green Star Rating from the 
Green Building Council of South Africa (GBCSA) is a direct approach 
in showing how serious a company is in reducing its carbon footprint 
and ‘going green’. The rating tool for existing buildings is currently 
underway and will soon be released to market. Make sure that the 
company that is chosen to implement the energy solutions for the 
building is a GBCSA member and has the means to ensure that the 
changes are within the required levels for Green Star approval.

Further enhancements

A photovoltaic (PV) system is an additional option in reducing energy 
costs. The area where PV panels will be most utilised will need to 
be established. This could be on the roof; car park area, or even in a 
large area of open ground on the premises. Like all possible PV sites, 
the shading, angle of the area, and azimuth bearing needs to be taken 
into account. This area size will establish what is the maximum KW 
that can be generated from the PV panels. There are various software 
packages that can calculate most of this data, and from there, the 
relevant costing. The advantage of PV is that it can greatly reduce the 
reliance on the grid and, with hybrid systems, it can also reduce the 
reliance on generators, thus saving costs. These all add into the ROI 
calculation. For typical commercial businesses that operate mostly 
during the day, PV systems make sense - and the good news is that 
they are becoming more affordable. Solar thermal systems are of 
benefit for heating water and heating buildings. 
Using collectors placed (as with PV panels) in specific areas, and 
utilising a heat exchanger system and insulated water storage tank 
the costs of hot water generating can be reduced significantly.

Daylighting is the process of having concentrated sunlight radi-
ated into a building through reflective tubing, or by using skylights 
that are angle controlled for various times of the day. 

This combined with strategically placed sky-lighting can greatly 
reduce the purchase of lights and the consumption they draw. 
Once the technologies are installed, a facilities manager should 
be sufficiently trained, with a back-up technical team, to oversee 
all energy-related building issues - such as how to maintain the 
building’s consumption below set KW peak levels without affecting 
performance, implementation of maintenance schedules and pro-
cedures as well as upgrading to new technology where necessary. 

Conclusion

Once all the energy saving measures have been implemented on an 
existing building and all within the required budget parameters, the 
greatest journey begins – the education of the company staff. Many 
people are unaware of how much electrical energy is used when they 
switch on full kettles for one cup of coffeeor leave their air conditioners 
on overnight, or leave the high energy spot lights on in the meeting 
room. And yes, a lot of these devices can be automatically controlled 
to switch off within set times or switch on or off with movement or 
ramp up when quantity of people require it; but ultimately it all comes 
down to educating the people to think of all the energy implications 
of what they do. This can be done by placing an electronic read out 
board in reception, fed from the BMS real time stats. The board can 
show the carbon footprint the building is placing on the environment 
and by how much it needs to improve or what target is needed to 
be reached. Posters can be placed strategically around the company 
emphasising what can help reduce energy consumption; and a sug-
gestion box can be placed at the company entrance with an annual 
prize for the best ideas. Incentivise the company staff to think and 
act with energy saving in mind… to think green!
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Abbreviations

BMS – Building Management System
CCTV – Closed Circuit Television
CFL – Compact Fluorescent
GBCSA – Green Building Council of South Africa
HVAC – Heating, Ventilation and Air-conditioning
LED – Light Emitting Diode
PV - Photovoltaic
ROI – Rate of Investment
VSD – Variable Speed Drive
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